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In this paper, under the assumption of uniform asymptotic stability of 
the degenerate first approximation system and the asymptotic stability of 
a certain auxiliary system, it is shown that a certain class of systems 
of differential equations, containing a small parameter among the deriva- 
tive terms, is asymptotically stable. 

The method of Liapunov functions [ 1 I is employed. It should be re- 
marked that the possibility of applying the classical methods of the 
theory of stability in dealing with systems containing small parameters 
in the derivative terms had already been pointed out by Chetaev [ 2 1 o 
Also, as is well known. systems with a small parameter in the derivative 
terms have been studied in great detail by A.N. Tikhonov and his CO- 
workers, and I.S. Gradshtein. 

The theorem proved in this paper for the linear case is a generaliza- 
tion of the theorem proved by xazumikhin [ 3 I for systems in which the 
small parameter occurs in only one equation of the system. 

1. Linear systems. Consider first the linear system of differ- 
ential equations 

dzi 
dt = 5 ail (~)xI + i his (t) ys + fi (t) 

l=l s=1 

p '$ = i cjl (t) ~1 + i djs (t) ys 

(i = 1 , . 9 m) 

(I.11 

(/=l,...,n) 

I=1 S=L 

where p is a small positive parameter. We shall consider the stability 
of the solutions of this system which are defined by the initial 
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conditions 

XiO=giO (i=l,...#m)? j/jO=pjO (i=l~...,n) for 1 = lo (1.2) 

'Ihese solutions will be denoted as follows: 

xi = xi (4 p), Yj = Yjtty P) (1.3) 

Let US suppose that the coefficients ail(t), his(t), cjl(t),djs (t) 
and fi(t) of the system (1.1) are continuous and bounded functions of 
the variable t, having continuous bounded derivatives for to ,( t < 00. 
Further, we shall employ the condition 

&l(t) 42 (Q . . d,, (t) 

dzl (t) &z(t) . . . d,, (t) 
>p>O (p- a certain number) (1.4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

d,, (t) d,, (t) . . 4m (1) 1 

For TV = 0 the degenerate system corresponding to the system (1.1) has 
the form 

(1.5) 
s=1 I=1 s-=1 

and the solutions of this degenerate system (1.5) which satisfy the 
initial conditions xi,, = gio will be denoted by 

Xi = Xi (I!), Yj = Yj Ct) (1.G) 

Let us solve the system of n algebraic equations 

with respect to yl, . . . . y,,; and let its solution be 
Ill 

where the functions As,(t) are continuous bounded functions of t. 

'Ihe substitution of Expressions (1.7) for the y's into the first m 

equations of the degenerate system (1.5) leads to the following system 
of m linear differential equations with variable coefficients: 
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(i = 1, . , ru) 

Ii-=1 

where the functions rik(t) are continuous bounded functions of t. 

lhe system of differential equations 

fg = i d,, (1) ys (; =I 1, ) 12) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

will be called the auxiliary system. 

In the sequel it will be shown that under suitable conditions, for 
small values of the parameter p > 0, the trajectories of the original 
system of equations (1.1) converge towards the trajectories of the de- 
generate system (1.5) and that the stability of the auxiliary system 
(1.9) implies the stability of the original system (1.1). 

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the given system (1.1) and its correspond- 
ing degenerate system (1.5) satisfy the following conditions: 

1) 'Jhe system (1.8) is uniformly asymptotically stable; 

2) lhe system of equations with constant coefficients 

is equi-asymptotically stable for all (fixed) values of 6' with 8 6 [t,, 
ml; or, what is the same, the roots of the characteristic equation 

1 dj, -- $,,I = 0 

satisfy the condition 

Rep<- A, A = const > 0 (6j, =o, if i+s, Bjs = I, if i=s) 

Then for all sufficiently small values of p > 0 the system (1.1) is 
;miformly asymptotically stable, and given Q> 0 and 6 > 0 there exists 
a number CL,, > 0 such that 

provided only that p < ,nLo. The number ,uO may be chosen so small that the 
number t, appearing in (1.10) will differ from the number t,., by less 
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than a number y > 0 given in advance. 

Proof. Let us introduce functions ti and T)j by means of the equations 

/i =, 

and consider the equations of the perturbation of the motion 

dEi(f7 P) dxi(l, P) dXi (1 I 
dt = dt (11 

In view of bations (1.1) and (1.8) we obtain 

In order to prove the theorem it is necessary to prove that the solu- 
tion cl(t, /.L), tlj(t, p) of the systems (1.11) satisfies the following 
condition: given Q, 6 and 6 in advance, there exists a number cl0 > 0 such 
that for arbitrary initial data Rio = 0, \q . 1 < Q one has as a conse- 10 
pence that the inequalities IJi(t, p)) < 6, I?j(t, /L)I < c hold for 
t > to + 6, provided that p < po. 

In view of the conditions of the theorem, the system of linear differ- 
ential equations with variable coefficients (1.8) is uniformly asymptotic- 
ally stable. Consequently, there exists a positive-definite quadratic 
form u(t, tl, . . . . t,) = u(t, pi) whose total derivative, in view of the 
system (1.8), is a negative-definite form 15 I . Now, the system (1.9) is 
asymptotically stable for fixed 8, uniformly with respect to 8. thus for 
these systems there also exists a positive-definite quadratic form ~(0, 
?l, e--s q,,) = ul(e, q .) whose total derivative, in view of (1.9)) is for 
8 = const a negative- A efinite form; and furthermore the partial deriva- . 
tive aw/ae(e, qj) is bounded and the positive-definite form m(0, ?j) and 
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the negative-definite form 6’w/80(0, ?j) relative to the system (1.9) are 
bounded away from zero uniformly with respect to the parameter 8. 

Let us now construct the positive-definite form 

u CL, Ei7 Ij) = u CL, Ei) + w Ct7 rlj) (1.12) 

and let us show that the total derivative du/dt of this form, computed 
taking into account the system (1.111, is, for sufficiently small values 
of the parameter cc, a negative-definite form everywhere outside a small 
neighborhood of the origin of coordinates Ei = 0, lj = 0. 

Indeed 

Let us note that in the domains M < 1 ci 1 , M < 17 . ( , where M is a 
suitably chosen positive number, 
by the sign of the quadratic form 

the sign of du(t, pi, 7 j)/dt is defined 
in ti and vi which occurs on the right- 

hand side of (1.13). Let us now construct the matrix of coefficients of 
the quadratic form of pi, ~j which is given by - du(t, ti, lj)/dt, that 
is, the matrix which is the negative of that occurring on the right-hand 
side of (1.13): 

P In 
R 2n 

. . . . . 

Pm* 

$8 In + %l 

+ hen -i- s2* 

. . . 

$ *ml + 5n,r 

(1.14) 

where the coefficients ail are the coefficients in the quadratic form 
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dv/dt in view of Equations (1.8); the coefficients pjs are those of the 
quadratic form 

; 82, (1. Ei) “, 

/L gi Z his tt) % CL, P) 
i=l S=l 

Ibe expressions (l/~)Sj, + 
form 

ojs are the coefficients of the quadratic 

Finally, the yjl are the coefficients of the quadratic form 

In view of Sylvester's criterion for positive quadratic forms, and in 
view of our hypotheses concerning the functions v(t, 5;) and w(t, Tlj), 
all the principal diagonal minors of the matrices 

II- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
L 4x1 lJ $an2 . . j&n 

are positive. From this it follows that the principal diagonal minors of 
the matrix (1.14) are also positive for sufficiently small CL, i.e. the 
quadratic form used in the construction of du(t, ti, Tlj)/dt is negative- 
definite. 

Let us show that as ,u approaches zero the domain outside of which the 
total derivative of the form u(t, Ei, ~j) is negative-definite also 
approaches zero; that is to say, that as p -f 0 one has also that M+ 0. 
The expression for du(t, ti, qj)/dt may be written 

du (t, Ei, Tj)/dt = K (t, kiv Tj) + L (t, llj) 

where K(t, tip ?j) is a quadratic form in the variables hit rlj, and 
L(t, ~j) is a linear form in the variables 77j. Let us now add and subtract, 
to the right-hand side of the last equation, the quadratic form (o/p) 
b$ + . . . + vi), where o is a small positive number. From the known de- 
pendence of the coefficients of the quadratic form K(t, ti, vi) on TV, 
and the smallness (for o small) of the coefficients of the form (o/p) 
(VI2 + . . . + 7, 2, with re p s ect to the coefficients in 'I. of the form . 

J 
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K(tJ 5‘is lj), it follows that the form 

Kl CL7 Ei7 Q) = K CL9 Ei7 rlj) + (W iv) (71*2 + . . . + qtL2) 

is negative-definite. Consider now the difference 

L (tt qj) - (W/P) (q12 + . . . + r1n2) 

ASP+ 0 the domain (vi 1 > M, outside of which this difference is 
negative-definite, reduces to the surface 7. = 0. But from this it 
follows that the form 

I 

is negative-definite outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the 
origin e; = 0, 9,. = 0, provided that the number /.L is sufficiently small. 
Gnsequeitly, thi functions u(t, ti, vi) and &(t, 
the following conditions: 

u tt9 Ei, rlj) > Q2, (Ei, rlj), ds(r’d5i’ ‘j) <- Q2 (Ei, qj) 

where R,(ci, qj) ad C$(ti, lj) are positive forms 
upon t. 

43, T7j)/dt satisfy 

for 1 EiI>"* / Ej !>M 

which do not depend 

Taking into account the positive-definiteness of the form M,(~i, 
in the space pi, ~j, let us consider a level surface ~21(5i, pi) = C, 

~j) 

such that the moving surface u(t, 43, 71.) = C,, containing the initial 
point of the trajectory of the disturbe 
the surface ~2,(5i, vi> = C,. I view of 

A motion '(Rio, 'Ijo), lies inside 
n this mentioned negative sign of 

du(t, pi, lj)/dt on this moving surface, we arrive at the conclusion 
that the trajectory of the system (1.11) remains inside the moving sur- 
face u(t, ti, vi) = C, for all t > to. 

Further, consider a second level surface R,(ci, qj) = C,, where 
C, < C,, and such that the moving surface u(t, pi, q .) = C, contains the 
domain determined by the number M. If a trajectory o F the system (1.11) 
were outside the domain defined by the level surface u(t, ti, 7 .) = C, 
for all time, then the inequality du(t, ti, 7 j)/dt < - a would hold for 
some positive a. From this, in view of the equation 
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which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, the trajectories of the system 
of equations (1.11) must eventually enter, and remain inside, the domain 
bounded by a second level surface a( t, ci, vi) = C,. 

It remains to show that the quantities ?j decrease rapidly to less 
than E. For this we shall consider only the trajectories of the system 
(1.11) which are determined by the initial conditions fi,, = 0, that is, 
by the conditions xi(tO, p) = xi(to). Let us show that such a trajectory 
of (1.11) approaches the origin of coordinates in an arbitrarily small 
time interval, provided that the parameter p itself is sufficiently small. 

Indeed, the derivative of the form u(t, pi, 7 j) with respect to time, 
as was shown earlier, is negative and depends on ,u in such a way that 
the coefficients with respect to q jqS 
contain terms with l/p as a factor. 

of the quadratic form k(t, pi, qj) 
Therefore, as p approaches zero these 

coefficients increase indefinitely, as does also the absolute value of 

the negative derivative du(t, ti, qj)/dt h w en subjected to the condition 
1 ~j 1 > M. From this it follows that the function U( t, pi, ‘lj) remains 
positive-definite, decreases rapidly in absolute value, and that the 
trajectories of (1.11) approach the origin of coordinates ci = 0, vi = 0 
in an arbitrarily small time interval. (The quantities qj must decrease 
rapidly, and at the same time the quantities ti(t, cl) cannot increase 
rapidly, in view of the continuity of the integrals.) For all succeeding 
times the trajectories of the system of equations (1.11) must remain in 
a small neighborhood of the origin of coordinates. That is, the trajec- 
tories of the original system (1.11) approach arbitrarily fast to a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of the trajectories of the degenerate 
system of equations (1.5), and remain in this neighborhood for all time 

to come. 

Let us now verify the asymptotic stability of the system (1.1). In 
order to do this, let us consider two solutions of this system with 
different initial values, or, what amounts to the same thing, two solu- 
tions of (1.11) with different initial conditions. Let us designate these 
solutions by 

ai Ct, P) = Eil ttl PI - : I : !  (I, F)T ;3j Cf7 CL) = lljl CL7 PI - ‘lj? (l7 P) (1.15) 

From (1.15) and (1.11) it then follows that 
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Consider now the positive-definite form 

U (t, (xi, pj) = 7J (t9 ai) + W CL, Bj) (1.17) 

which is constructed as in (1.12). 'Ihis form, for sufficiently small 
values of the parameter p, has a negative-definite derivative du(t, ti, 

rlj)/dt, which may be computed taking (1.16) into account. 'lhis computa- 
tion proceeds analogously to the discussion above concerning (1.13). Con- 
sequently, the form (1.17) is a Liapunov function for the system (1.16), 
and this guarantees the asymptotic stability of the system (1.16). 'Ibe 
asymptotic stability of the system (1.16) then implies the asymptotic 
stability of the system (1.1). 

2. Nonlinear systems. Consider the nonlinear system 

where the parameter p is positive, and the following notation has been 
employed for the sake of brevity: 

Furthermore, in what follows the range of the indices will always be: 
L, s = 1, . . . . m and j, k = 1, . . . . n. 

It will be supposed that the functions Xi(xS, yc, t) and Yj(xS, yk, t) 
have continuous bounded derivatives with respect to all their arguments 
inthedomain(xSI,<~,(ykI< m,t,,<t<m,andthatD(Y1, . . . . Y,,)/ 
HY,, -em, Yn) f 0. 

'lhe degenerate system of differential equations obtained by setting 
p = 0 in (2.1) is 

dx 
2 Z 

dl 
A, (-&r !/k, 1)~ Yj (S,~, l/k, I) _ (~, .i‘i,, _ (Zi” (2.2) 

It will be supposed that the system of n equations Yj(xS, yk, t) = 0 
has as a solution the functions 

.z/j = / j  (%T t, (/ = 2. , If.) (2.3) 

whose partial derivatives with respect to xS and t are bounded. 

Let us substitute the functions yl, . . . . yn of (2.3) into the first m 
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equations of the degenerate system (2.2). We obtain the following system 
of m equations in the xi: 

dxi 
- = xi (1’s, f/c, (5~9 t)t l] = Fi(rs9 t)7 

dt 
Ji” = clil) (2.4) 

Let the solution of the original system (2.1) corresponding to the 
given initial conditions be 

xi = Xi Ct7 CL), Yj = Yj CL, P) (2.5) 

and the solution of the degenerate system (2.2) with the corresponding 
initial conditions be 

5i = 5i (t), yj = Yj (l) = fj 15.~ (1)~ tl (2-Q 

Let us construct the auxiliary system of equations of disturbed motion 
relative to a given solution %i = xi(t) of the system (2.4), starting 
with the equation zi = xi*(t) - xi(t), where xi*(t) is a solution of the 
system (2.4) which corresponds to a perturbation of the initial condi- 
tions hoi0 = cio* - aio; we obtain 

dz. 

It will be supposed that the linear approximation to the system of 
equations of disturbed motion (2.7) is asymptotically uniformly stable; 
that is, that the system (2.8) b 1 e ow is uniformly asymptotically stable: 

s=1 (Is =ss (1)) 

) (2.8) 

Together with the above systems we shall also consider the system 

dy. 
3 = yj (‘%I Yk, p) dt 

(2.9) 

where as takes the place of xl and /3 takes the place of f. Let us assume 
that for each fixed set of values as = x,(p), ( xs ( < -, p = t, t0 < p < - 
there exists a synrnetric matrix of constants Atas, @) with positive eigen- 
values pi (which is supposed to be uniformly bounded with respect to as 
and /3 and to be such that pitas, /3) > A> 0) and such that the symmetrized 
matrix 

i&k = ({ A g}jk + { A $}kj) ({s}jk = 2) (2.10) 
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has negative eigenvalues 'j which satisfy the inequality Fi < - y (with 
y = const > 0) f or all values (yi 1 < 00. Under these circumstances every 
solution yj of the system (2.9) is asymptotically stable 16 I, regardless 
of the initial conditions y. IO' 

Let us construct the system of disturbed motion corresponding to the 
system (2.11, starting with the equations 

We obtain the system 

dEi (‘v IL) dxi Ct. P) dxi (t) 
dl = dt 

-- 
dt 

dqj ('3 PL) _ dyj (f, CL) 
dt - dt 

+l~dx.;l pj “,‘,j -__ 

whose first m equations are just 

d&t'* PI 
dt = xi lx s(l, CL)7 Yk (l7 p)v ll - xi i5 s(~)Y Y/i (/)7 ll 

or, equivalently 

= ok (1, P) + Ri (Es) 

In the last equation Taylor's theorem for functions of several vari- 
ables has been used; the next to the last term represents the increment 
of the function X[ xS, ykJ t I with respect to yk(t), and Ri([,) refers 
to second and higher order terms with respect to t,(t, /.L). lhis equation 
may be abbreviated thus: 

Ihe last n equations of the disturbed motion are 

or 

dtlj (1, P) dYj (‘7 PL) 
dl = dt 
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- i 2 x, b, (l), fk [XS(~), 11, t] - $- + i 2 x, [x, (t), jk [x, (t), t], t] 
s=1 8 .s=1 s 

For brevity, let us write x (t) + t,(t, p) = a*(t); then this system 
of n equations may be rewritten 

'llj ('P PL) 
dt = 

yj ias* tt)? fk Las* (')? tl + qk tl, p), l] 
P 

-I- i 7jz P) El (l, p) + 
i=1 

f i rjk*qk (1, p) + Rj* (Es) + Qj (t) 
k=l 

where the terms yjl*?~(t, p) + . . . + y.,,* q,(t, p) take the place of the 
sums of the derivatives dfj/dxl when t e increments of the functions i 
x,[ +), ,$t), tl with respect to yi(t) are written by means of 
Taylor's theorem. l'he symbol Rj*(5s) stands for a collection of terms 
which contain the functions 5 (t, p) to the second or higher orders; and, 
finally, Q(t) is a function 0 I t. 

'Ihus, the system of equations of the disturbed motion has the form 

(2.11) 

+ E rjk.*qk (ty p) + Rj* (Es) f Qj (t) 
Ii=1 

(yj {as*, fk [%*r tf, t} = 0) 

b hypothesis, the system (2.8) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Consequently, there exists a positive-definite quadratic form v(t, (,) = 
u(t, 5‘1, . . . . c,) whose total derivative, calculated making use of the 
system of equations (2.8), is a negative-definite quadratic form. Wit it 
was also supposed above that the system of equations (2.9) has the pro- 
perty that for each fixed set of values as = rs(t) = x,(/3) and p = t, 
t,, < p < 00 there exists a symnetric matrix A(as, /3> having positive eigen- 
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values and satisfying Equation (2.10). lherefore, the system of equations 
(2.9) possesses a Liapunov function m(oQ, /3, qk) = ul(al, . . . . al, B, ql, 
. . . , In)' I = Yk - fktass 

f 
/3) whose total derivative, computed taking the 

system (2.9 into account, satisfies the inequalities (16.22), (16.23) 
and (16.24) which appear in [6 I. 

Let us construct the positive function 

IL (t, Eiv Vj) = 2, (l, Ei) f z” lx8 Ct)l TV rljl (2.12) 

and let us prove that the total derivative of this function, du(t, ti, 

I .)ldt, 

All), 
computed taking into account the perturbed system of equations 
is a negative-definite function when the parameter p is suffi- 

ciently small. Indeed, the total derivative of the function u(t, Ei, vi), 
the system (2.11) being taken into account, is just 

111 

(2.13) 
I=’ 

Since the function w[ x,(t), t, vi1 satisfies inequalities analogous 
to those for quadratic forms (see 16 I), under the hypotheses that the 
functions Xi[ x,(t), y,(t), t 1 and Yj[ n,(t), y,(t), t 1 have bounded 
partial derivatives, we are led to the following inequality: 

as long as the xi(t, CL) and yj(t, p) remain in a bounded portion of the 

space n iyi * 

Considering the structure of the derivative du(t, ti, 1 .)/dt in view 
of the system of the perturbed motion (2.11), we observe t h at in spite 
of its more complicated appearance than in the linear case we can still 
carry out the considerations leading to bounds for du(t, ci, qj)/dt along 
the same general lines, as was done before for the linear case (see the 
discussion following Equation (1.12) above); because, although the func- 
tions involved in the present argument need not be quadratic forms, as 
in the linear case, they still satisfy inequalities which are similar to 
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those satisfied by quadratic forms. 'Thus we are again led to conclude 
that the total derivative du(t, ti, rlj)/dt is negative-definite outside 
the domain jtij > M, [qj\ > M f or sufficiently small values of the para- 
meter p > 0. Further, as in the linear case, it may be shown that the 
domain I4‘i 1 > M, jqj 1 > I, where M> 0, approaches zero as p + 0, and 
that the following theorem holds: 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the system of differential equations con- 
taining a small parameter, system (2.1), satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 

1) the system of equations (2.8), which is the linear approximation 
to the system of disturbed motions relative to the degenerate system 
(2.41, is uniformly asymptotically stable; 

2) for each set of fixed values as and /3 the system (2.9) is such that 
there exists a syrmnetric matrix A(aS, p), uniformly bounded with respect 
to as and /3, having the property that the symmetrized matrix t By jk 
(2.10) has negative eigenvalues satisfying the inequalities ri < - y(y = 
const > 0). 

Then for sufficiently small values of the parameter /.L the solution of 
(2.1),xi(t, p), yj(t, p), with ni(to, p) = a. , y.(to,p) = bjo, is uni- 
formly asymptotically stable with respect to'zmal i variations of the xi,, 
and arbitrary variations of the yjO. Given Q > 0, 6 > 0, there exists a 
number ,uO > 0 such that the following inequality holds: 

) % tt7 P) - Xi (l) 1 < E, I Yj Ct, P) - Yj (01 < 89 for t > t, (Q, E), 

I yi (to, 14 - yi (61) I < Q (2.14) 

provided only that p < ,u,,. The number p,, may be chosen so small that the 
number to appearing in (2.14) differs from the number tl by less than 
any preassigned positive number. 
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